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Week Seven – Here are a few questions to help you uncover your God-created Unique Position (GO) 

 
My Personal Values – a value is something worth more to you than other things. To unlock your 
personal values ask yourself: For what am I willing to sacrifice my time, money, energy? List them below. 
 
I value: 
I value: 
I value: 
I value:  
I value: 
 
Do you find your values in sync with the organization where you work or volunteer? If not, is there a way 
to change this? Is there a way to follow your values through a group alongside your organization? 
 
My Personal Rhythms of Life – It’s not realistic drop everything and pursue our dream calling since we 
already have many commitments. Check off below the commitments which might make it difficult to 
follow your calling 
 

1. Financial requirements 
2. Time commitments 
3. Work commitments 
4. Family needs 
5. Personal health 
6. Other 

Is there a way you could incorporate these commitments into your calling or adjust these demands? 
 
My Personal Style –The person you are affects the way you serve. Where do you fall on the lines below: 

I Prefer: 
To work behind the scenes --------------------------------------------------------------------------------out in front 
To work with facts -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------feelings 
To plan way ahead ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------to go with the flow 
To glimpse the big picture --------------------------------------------------------------------to focus on the details 
 
 
My Personal Interest - I would love to work (no need to answer each one): 
In this physical location 
With this group of people  
To address this cause 
To help alleviate this condition  
 
Based on the answers you’ve given, try to write out a first draft of your Unique Position (GO) 
 
 
Putting all three parts of your Unique Calling together (BE-DO-GO) share with your group what you think 
your Unique Sweet Spot might be. 
 
 
What are the first concrete steps you can take to begin serving in your unique sweet spot? 


